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THE IMPORTANCE OF “MONEY”


Reviewed by Kathryn Judge*

In a provocative new book, The Money Problem: Rethinking Financial Regulation, Professor Morgan Ricks argues that the government should reclaim control over money creation. Money, Ricks argues, is not just the cash in your pocket or the balance in your checking account. Instead, at least for purposes of financial stability policy, money is best equated with short-term debt. For most of the twentieth century, such debt was issued primarily by regulated commercial banks and insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), resulting in a fairly stable financial system. As a result of financial innovation, however, much of today’s short-term debt is issued in the far-less-regulated shadow banking system — a market-based system of intermediation that serves many of the same functions traditionally performed by banks. Runs by money claimants in the shadow banking system were central to the 2007–2009 financial crisis (Crisis). The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act¹ and other post-Crisis reforms, however, have done relatively little to shut down this unauthorized money creation. That, in Ricks’s assessment, is a mistake.

The book provides a seemingly simple blueprint for reform: the government should allow only banks to issue demandable debt, it should heavily regulate and insure all such debt, and it should prohibit anyone else, other than the government, from issuing debt with a maturity of less than a year, thereby preventing private money creation (pp. 12–24). According to Ricks, this set of reforms would “panic-proof[]” the financial system and prevent the type of recessions that leave lasting scars on a country’s economic health (p. 3). Moreover,
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this approach is sufficiently certain to work that the government could roll back the myriad other financial regulations aimed at promoting stability. Even the Federal Reserve would be optional in the new landscape that Ricks envisions (p. 229). Regardless of whether one buys into his proposed reforms — and let me state at the outset, I don’t — the book makes a lasting contribution by demonstrating the importance of money, broadly construed, and the shortcomings inherent in the current academic and regulatory efforts to understand and address money claims.

A virtue of the book’s reform proposal is the way it brings to life the incredible oddity of money as a financial asset. According to Ricks, the best way to promote financial stability is to allow banks to fund themselves with debt from creditors who are indifferent to whether the bank fails or succeeds. No matter how large or sophisticated the creditor, so long as maturity of its claim is less than a year, Ricks does not want that creditor to undertake any due diligence, engage in any ongoing monitoring, or impose any discipline on the bank. Those roles would be left to the bank’s shareholders — who will often want the bank to assume more risk than is socially optimal — and the government.

At first blush, many might agree with then-Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, who described the author’s first iteration of the idea in 2009 as “wacky” (p. xi). In most financial markets, information generation and discipline are the types of activities that we want market actors, not government regulators, to undertake. In equity markets, for example, stability is often assumed to flow from efficiency and promoting private information generation is widely viewed as the optimal, even if imperfect, route to enhancing efficiency. In this frame, intentionally short-circuiting market-based information production by making a firm’s debt insensitive to any kind of information would seem like a recipe for disaster. And that’s before layering on the challenges posed by the contrary interests of the firm’s shareholders. Yet, Ricks argues thoughtfully, and at times quite persuasively, that this is the best way to achieve financial stability.

As Ricks shows, the assumptions that underlie corporate finance have only limited applicability when the financial asset in question enjoys some degree of moneyness. Moneyness alters the premium a holder will pay for a claim and the amount of due diligence the holder will undertake before acquiring the claim, rendering the efficiency-

---

2 Ricks would allow, but not require, banks to obtain funding by issuing long-term debt, leaving open the option, but no obligation, of long-term creditor discipline.

oriented assumptions underlying standard asset-pricing models largely inapplicable to money claims. At the same time, when short-term debt funds longer-term liabilities, a defining characteristic of banks and much of the shadow banking system, the institutions that result are inherently fragile. If money claimants withdraw their funds en masse, as they do in a run, the institution issuing those claims will be compelled to sell its relatively illiquid assets at discounted “fire-sale” prices, potentially rendering even a solvent institution insolvent. This fragility alters the incentives of money claimants, who now must worry about the behavior of their fellow claimants in addition to the health of the institution issuing their claim, setting the stage for financial panics and the deep recessions that often follow. Although these insights are not new, The Money Problem demonstrates in new light the importance of recognizing money as a type of financial claim that can be readily produced by private mechanisms, absent a prohibition, and one that poses unique public policy challenges. This is the book’s most important contribution and it alone justifies the undertaking, for author and reader alike.

Shifting from the author’s claim that money poses a distinct policy challenge to his proposed solution to that challenge reveals the limits of his analysis. His claim in the abstract is simple and appealing. Because money claims created in the shadow banking system are not insured like bank deposits, the shadow banking system is more prone to runs, which in turn inflict lasting damage on the economy. We should, accordingly, update and expand the banking system and prohibit any money creation outside of that system. The details of the proposal, however, reveal that he wants to significantly expand, not just update, traditional bank regulation. Ricks proposes a scheme of government control over money creation and short-term debt that is, to my knowledge, unprecedented in any advanced economy. According to Ricks, the government should significantly expand government-provided insurance to cover all bank deposits, no matter how large the deposit or how sophisticated the holder and irrespective of any systemic threat. The government should also limit the aggregate deposits that the system could create, control the terms pursuant to which banks accept deposits, and prohibit virtually all private debt with a maturity of less than a year — no more traditional money market mutual funds, sale and repurchase agreements (repos), or commercial paper (p. 226). Despite this significant expansion, Ricks contends that traditional bank regulatory tools will suffice to constrain bank risk

---

4 See infra Part III.
5 See infra Part I.
taking and counteract the moral hazard and other distortions that the massive insurance scheme would induce.

The breadth of Ricks’s proposal allows almost countless angles of attack. Concerns could be raised on issues as diverse as operational challenges (e.g., could the government rely on market actors to provide elasticity when it is most needed?), desirability (e.g., how would the proposal impact the status of the U.S. dollar as the reserve currency?), and political feasibility (e.g., could the proposal overcome a significant challenge on both the domestic and international fronts?). As a result, any assessment of The Money Problem is likely to reveal as much about the person launching the critique as it does about the book’s strengths and shortcomings.

Rather than hiding from this fact, let me make my biases plain. Ricks and I agree on a number of key issues. We both see shadow banking as central to the Crisis. We agree that the shadow banking system grew outside the direct purview of prudential regulators, and that policymakers and other experts failed to appreciate its scope or significance prior to the Crisis. We further agree that the shadow banking system’s extensive reliance on short-term debt increases its fragility, and we are skeptical that the post-Crisis reforms adequately address these challenges. On other issues, our biases diverge. To grossly oversimplify, students of banking can be categorized into two groups — one that views banking crises as primarily the byproduct of coordination problems and a second that believes crises are triggered by information and the fundamentals that information conveys. Ricks provides an alternative to the classic coordination-based theory (pp. 52–77), and I have my own alternative account of the ways that information and information gaps contribute to fragility. We also both recognize that information and coordination problems typically interact to produce crises. Nonetheless, Ricks assumes that the challenge money poses is primarily a coordination game and that banks will not assume excess risk unless incentivized to do so by bad government policies even in the absence of creditor monitoring or discipline.

---

6 Ricks recognizes each of these as issues (e.g., pp. 229, 239–40, 263).

7 See, e.g., Franklin Allen, Ana Babus & Elena Carletti, Financial Crises: Theory and Evidence, 1 ANN. REV. FIN. ECON. 97, 99–100 (2009) (“Academic research proposes two distinct theories to explain the origins of banking panics” — one suggesting “bank runs are self-fulfilling prophecies arising from coordination challenges, id. at 99, and a second suggesting “crises are not random events, but responses of depositors to the arrival of sufficiently negative information on the unfolding economic circumstances,” id. at 100.).

8 Judge, supra note 3; Kathryn Judge, Essay, The First Year: The Role of a Modern Lender of Last Resort, 116 COLUM. L. REV. 843 (2016) [hereinafter Judge, The First Year].

9 See infra Part II. This assumption is reflected, among other places, in the baseline scenario that Ricks uses when describing the way certain government interventions affect bank risk taking (Chapters Six & Seven, pp. 164–99).
contrast, I see information as the critical factor distinguishing periods of stability from crises, and I view some private information production and the threat of creditor discipline as helpful in efforts to maintain stability.\(^{10}\)

For related reasons, we have different takes on the history of banking and bank regulation, leading to very different views on the capacity of any single government intervention to bring about lasting stability.\(^{11}\) Ricks believes this is possible. In his assessment, the key is ensuring that the scope of government control and the complementary prohibitions are sufficiently broad to shut down shadow banking and its kin. A very different lesson one could take from the growth of shadow banking and our collective blindness to it before the Crisis is that the exceptional dynamism of financial markets ensures that policymakers will never succeed in identifying and addressing all sources of systemic instability in advance. Shadow banks will reappear, in one form or another, and private money creation will emerge, whether driven by insufficient authorized money or the high cost of holding such money. A regulatory regime that does not anticipate such dynamism can itself inhibit the capacity of regulators to identify and respond to new threats. Taking the latter view leads me to favor a regulatory regime that is responsive rather than rigid and regulators who bring more humility than hubris to the challenge of identifying systemic risks.\(^{12}\)

These differences make me skeptical of Ricks’s proposal, but they also serve as a lens for illuminating valuable insights embedded in The Money Problem that can get lost in the author’s conviction regarding his proposed reforms. A concrete example of a reform measure that builds on the book’s insights while addressing these concerns would be to expand and clarify the situations wherein the government should serve as an “insurer of last resort” — providing broad guarantees to money claimants to prevent runs in situations that pose a systemic threat. This approach would provide many of the benefits of the book’s proposed scheme and would frequently be more effective than the lender-of-last-resort interventions often used in such circumstances while still allowing market discipline to deter idiosyncratic risk-taking outside of crisis periods.\(^{13}\)

This Book Review proceeds in four Parts. Part I provides context. It explains why the book deserves to be widely read and discussed, but also why the policy prescription that serves as its backbone ought to be, and probably will be, ignored. Parts II and III address why that
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\(^{10}\) See infra Part III.

\(^{11}\) See infra Part IV.

\(^{12}\) See infra Part IV.

\(^{13}\) See infra Part IV.
reform proposal is both over- and underinclusive by situating the proposal in the literature on banking and money, respectively. Part IV expands the focal point by providing a very different reading of the history of financial panics and banking regulation, leading to a very different set of conclusions about how best to address the challenges that shadow banking poses.

I. The Book

The Crisis started in August 2007, when an announcement by a French bank revealed a striking lack of liquidity in the market for subprime mortgage-backed securities (MBS) and raised questions about the value of those instruments.14 The announcement triggered widespread market dysfunction, as holders of short-term debt backed by subprime MBS and other types of structured financial instruments effectively withdrew from these markets. With the benefit of hindsight and empirical investigation, most experts now recognize these developments and other significant turning points in the Crisis as runs on the shadow banking system.15 Through a panoply of government interventions, including creative new uses of the Federal Reserve’s lender-of-last-resort authority to increase market liquidity, capital injections by the Treasury Department to improve the health of weak financial institutions, information injections to enable market participants to better understand the health of those institutions, and an array of government insurance programs, policymakers succeeded in containing the Crisis and restoring market functioning. Unfortunately, the inflection point that put the system back on a path toward recovery was not reached until well after the Crisis had inflicted significant, and potentially lasting, harm on the real economy.16

In early 2009, well over a year into the Crisis and months after Congress had granted financial regulators extraordinary new powers to rein in the Crisis but when regulators were still experimenting with how best to use their expanded authority, Ricks joined the Treasury Department. Coming in as a lawyer turned banker, Ricks was intimately familiar with how financial markets work and the role of law in constituting the framework for those operations. It was during his tenure at Treasury that Ricks came to believe that the best way to con-

14 See Judge, The First Year, supra note 8, at 876–77.
16 For a thorough overview of how the Crisis evolved and the myriad government programs aimed at reining it in, see, for example, FIN. CRISIS INQUIRY COMM’N, THE FINANCIAL CRISIS INQUIRY REPORT (2011); ANDREW ROSS SORKIN, TOO BIG TO FAIL (2009).
tain the unfolding financial crisis was for the government to insure all short-term debt in the financial system. He concedes that Geithner dismissed the idea and that his proposal failed to get traction even in a period of great regulatory experimentation, but he persisted. Even after he left Treasury to become a law professor, he devoted much of his time to writing multiple papers and now a book advancing increasingly sophisticated and nuanced accounts of how an expansive insurance scheme, coupled with entry and risk restrictions, could panic-proof the financial system.\footnote{\textit{E.g.}, Morgan Ricks, \textit{Regulating Money Creation After the Crisis}, 1 Harv. Bus. L. Rev. 75 (2011); Morgan Ricks, \textit{A Regulatory Design for Monetary Stability}, 65 Vand. L. Rev. 1289 (2012); Morgan Ricks, \textit{Reforming the Short-Term Funding Markets} (Harvard Law Sch. John M. Olin Ctr. for Law, Econ. \\& Bus., Discussion Paper No. 713, 2012), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2062334 [https://perma.cc/V7VS-3AUL].}

These origins help to explain two of the book’s most important contributions: its sweeping scope and its convincing argument that understanding the type of financial claims that get treated as “money” is central to promoting financial stability. Because Ricks spent so many years promoting and refining his vision and engaged with so many academics and policymakers in the process, \textit{The Money Problem} seeks to address virtually all of the challenges one could raise. To do this, Ricks undertakes an expansive review of all-too-often disparate bodies of literature. This undertaking aids the newbie just beginning to wade into these waters, but it also enables the expert to see familiar ideas through a new lens. Ricks’s diverse set of experiences, combined with his exceptional willingness and capacity to engage across disciplines, enables him to provide a fresh perspective on the main contributions and limits to the literature on financial regulation and how that literature maps onto reality. What becomes clear from his review is just how little experts of any stripe really know about the causes of financial fragility and the mechanisms through which that fragility adversely affects the real economy. It is hard not to be humbled by his almost inadvertent revelation that all that we have “learned” may well prove to be wrong and that shared understandings remain frustratingly elusive.

The book’s second core contribution is to demonstrate why the questions of what constitutes money and how money shapes financial markets are fundamental and all too often misunderstood. As Ricks explains, “when we talk about the liabilities of banking firms, we are not in a ‘corporate finance’ world” where “the value of a firm \ldots equal[s] \ldots the present value of the firm’s expected future cash flows” (p. 79). Unlike other firms, banks and shadow banks are “issuers” of cash and cash equivalents and “applying standard corporate finance principles to banks can lead to big mistakes” (p. 79).
Ricks convincingly demonstrates that financial economists are not the only ones to assume away the distinctiveness of money claims and the institutions that issue them and that in doing so, academics and many policymakers all too often assume away the heart of the issue in the process. Ricks’s position at Treasury afforded him a front-row seat to the ways that the structure of money claims and the incentives of money claimants can lead to destructive spirals during periods of systemic distress. He also convincingly argues that short-term debt has long been the primary type of financial claim to be afforded money-like status (pp. 29–49) and that, because of the distinct coordination challenges that arise when short-term liabilities fund long-term assets, such claims are an important source of fragility (pp. 52–73). In calling for renewed and widened appreciation of the distinct importance of money claims, the book makes a lasting contribution to the ongoing efforts to understand and address financial fragility.

These strengths are sufficient to make the book an important addition to the already sizeable literature on the Crisis, but they do not immunize it from critique. I doubt I will be the only reader unconvinced that Ricks has found the magic bullet that can panic-proof the financial system and prevent the most harmful recessions. Some of the issues are transitional. As Ricks’s figures attest, there is more than $25 trillion in short-term claims outstanding. The majority of these claims, including Eurodollars issued overseas, commercial paper issued by blue-chip companies, asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) sponsored by financial institutions, and repos, are pervasive in today’s financial markets (p. 33) and would be prohibited under Ricks’s proposal. Often, these arrangements serve as links in much longer intermediation chains that fund an array of productive undertakings.18 Eliminating these arrangements would thus not only create a challenge for the holders of the money claims at issue, but also require that the underlying projects currently funded by this capital either develop alternative mechanisms for accessing capital or remain unfunded. The book makes no effort to quantify these costs, with respect to either the short-term costs of radically changing significant swathes of how the financial markets currently function or the long-term costs that might result from reduced credit creation. Given the claim that the proposed reforms would panic-proof the financial system and eliminate severe recessions, the purported benefits may well justify these exceptional costs, but one would need to be exceptionally confident regarding the gains.

The second set of issues relates to how markets would evolve in response. According to Ricks, the government should: set an explicit cap on the aggregate deposits in the banking system (p. 228); dictate that all deposits earn 0% interest, irrespective of whether prevailing interest rates are negative or the country is mired in inflation (p. 224); prohibit any other entity from accepting deposits or issuing any debt with a maturity of less than a year, with some modest carve-outs for trade credit and other de minimis exceptions (pp. 17, 226); and fully insure all deposits (p. 224). The centerpiece of this plan is the insurance component, which is designed to prevent depositors from ever running. The government would commit, ex ante, to insure all outstanding money claims, irrespective of size and regardless of how sophisticated the holder. Moreover, full government backing would not be limited to situations when the banking (or shadow banking) system as a whole might otherwise collapse, but would be fully provided in all states of the world.  

To address the moral hazard and adverse selection that this broad insurance scheme would induce, Ricks relies on familiar bank regulatory tools, like activities restrictions and capital requirements — tools with a decidedly mixed track record of success. This is why other advocates of safe banking — of which there have been many — routinely insist that we must fundamentally change the nature of banking. Austrian economist Ludwig von Mises, Chicago School economists like Professors Irving Fisher and Milton Friedman, and contemporary academics like Professors Laurence Kotlikoff and Adam Levitin have all championed some form of full-reserve banking. Like Ricks, these scholars emphasize the virtues of a “panic-proof” banking system and greater government control over monetary creation. In stark contrast to Ricks, however, each assumes that the only way to
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19 Cf. Gorton, supra note 3, at 124 (“Courts, legislatures, and Congress . . . have distinguished between normal times and times of crisis, and have not enforced bank-debt contracts in times of crisis.”); Mervyn King, The End of Alchemy: Money, Banking, and the Future of the Global Economy 264 (2016) (“[T]he role of governments is to provide catastrophic insurance when something wholly unexpected happens.”).


ensure banks are truly safe is to eliminate the liquidity mismatch that renders banks fragile. While the proposals vary in the specifics, each requires banks to hold only safe and liquid assets. In Ricks’s view, such proposals are grounded on a false dichotomy — that we must choose between a panic-proof banking system, on the one hand, and one that allows banks to engage in credit, maturity, and liquidity transformation and that enables them to assume other risks, on the other. According to Ricks, we can have both.

Moreover, Ricks is sufficiently confident that his proposed reforms will panic-proof the financial system, and that panics are the critical factor explaining the most damaging recessions, that he would allow a significant rollback of the myriad other policies currently in place to promote financial stability. By adopting his proposed reforms, “we could worry far less about a lot of other things” that other academics and policymakers view as critical to financial stability and economic health, including “‘excessive debt,’ . . . ‘excessive risk taking,’ . . . ‘too big to fail,’ ‘interconnectedness,’ [and] ‘systemic risk’” (p. 24). In more concrete terms, this means that “securities firms and other nonbanks might be given free rein to engage in structured finance, derivatives, proprietary trading, and so forth” (p. 25). The proposal thus envisions a massive expansion of the government’s role in the production of short-term debt and the oversight of banks and a significant reduction in the government’s footprint elsewhere in the financial markets.

Ricks’s position is cohesive, elegant, and enticing, making it a great starting point for debate. He affirms the widely acknowledged but insufficiently addressed threats posed by shadow banking and short-term financing, and he demonstrates the advantages of using structural reforms to address these challenges. Nonetheless, his proposal

24 Id.

25 To be sure, Ricks downplays the role of banks as financial intermediaries in his regime and suggests that they will be allowed to hold only diversified assets that pose limited risk, but he also recognizes that “the risk constraints need to be permissive enough to accommodate the desired money supply” (p. 16).

never escapes the core challenge that if he is wrong in his assessment of the problem or the sufficiency of his solution, his path to reform may prove to be little more than an alternative route to disaster. Nor does he adequately address the potential adverse effects on credit creation and economic growth. Ultimately, following an illustrious academic tradition, Ricks succeeds not by providing the right answer, but by asking the right questions, showing what is at stake, and laying bare the inadequacies of the understandings developed thus far.

The remainder of this Book Review engages more deeply with aspects of the book’s analysis to clarify and to build on its contributions. The striking fact at the heart of the book is the massive growth and size of the market for short-term debt. The aggregate volume of the instruments Ricks identifies as money claims grew at an average annualized rate of 9.3% from 1995 to 2007, and has continued to grow since the Crisis (p. 33).27 As a result, in 2013, the total volume outstanding stood well in excess of $25 trillion (p. 33). Even though these figures entail some double counting, given the inherent fragility of short-term funding arrangements, the growth and size of these markets beg the question of why. By addressing the benefits of such debt for both the issuers and the holders, Parts II and III provide complementary accounts of the reasons for this growth. By situating Ricks’s work in the broader literature on banking and the functions of money, respectively, these Parts suggest that Ricks’s proposal is both over- and underinclusive, but they also reveal how his insights could lay the foundation for an alternative path to reform.

II. ELIMINATING PRIVATE SHORT-TERM DEBT

Ricks groups the banking literature into three strands, each of which offers a different answer to the question of why banks have long relied on short-term debt as a major source of financing. One theory, promulgated by economists like Professor Gary Gorton, focuses on the distinct utility of “information insensitive” financial instruments for the holders of those instruments and why the structure of banks makes them well suited to issue such instruments (pp. 83–85).28 A second, endorsed by economists like Professors Charles Calomiris and Douglas Diamond, suggests that short-term debt serves as a commit-

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/tarullo20121010a.htm [https://perma.cc/3WXH-WV5D] (explaining that “[t]he vulnerability of shadow banking to runs, as investors rapidly withdraw funding, can lead to systemic problems”).

27 Ricks includes all dollar-denominated short-term debt, excluding trade debt, wherever it is issued (pp. 32–33).

28 Ricks characterizes this as the “information asymmetry theory” of banking (p. 83), a term not used here as information asymmetries are also fundamental to the view that short-term debt can serve a useful disciplinary function.
ment device that can helpfully reduce particular agency costs (pp. 81–83). The third, first formalized by Professors Douglas Diamond and Philip Dybvig, assumes that the short-term debt that banks issue serves as a form of liquidity insurance, while focusing on bank fragility as an unfortunate by-product of coordination challenges that arise when short-term liabilities are used to fund long-term, illiquid assets (pp. 85–89). Ricks embraces a variation on the third and suggests deficiencies in the first two. In his view, “market discipline” in money markets “is just another name for runs and panics” (p. 201).

A primary way that Ricks seeks to discredit the first two theories of banking is by claiming that the two theories are fundamentally incompatible. According to Ricks, “[i]f you buy one of these theories, there is no buying the other” (p. 84). Going to the models animating these theories, however, suggests a more complicated dynamic and sheds light on some drawbacks of following the book’s proposal to eliminate private short-term debt.

Professors Gary Gorton and George Pennacchi introduced the notion of information sensitivity to show that financial claims vary in the degree to which the value of the assets underlying a financial claim affects the value of the claim.29 Gorton and Pennacchi’s key insight is that financial claims can be structured to reduce the ramifications of information asymmetries among traders.30 If, for example, a financial claim is a debt claim and information known to all suffices to establish that the value of the underlying assets far exceeds the face value of the claim, traders with more accurate information about the value of those assets cannot profit at the expense of less informed traders. Thus if a bank has $100 in demand deposits outstanding and the value of its assets is widely known to be between $120 and $150, depositors do not have any reason to worry about the precise value of those assets. More accurate information is pertinent to the value of the bank’s equity, but the value of the deposits is not affected.31 Deposits thus serve as a useful store of value for relatively uninformed traders.32

This value arises precisely because the claims are privately issued, and thus not truly risk-free or entirely insensitive to information. As Gorton has explained in subsequent work, “it is not possible for the private sector to produce riskless collateral,” and all privately created money is vulnerable to runs should “depositors suspect problems with

30 Id. at 50.
31 These examples deviate somewhat from Gorton and Pennacchi’s original analysis, but illustrate their core insight. The simplified example given here also puts aside the important consideration, incorporated into their model, of uncertainty with respect to liquidity demand.
32 See infra Part IV for additional reasons why such claims might be useful.
the collateral."33 Framed in terms of the banking example, a depositor should be indifferent to information about whether the underlying assets are worth something closer to $120 than $150, but highly responsive to any signal that casts doubt on that range, such as a pending macroeconomic contraction or indications that a bank manager is engaging in fraud. Information insensitivity has thus always been a term of art, not a literal characterization of the financial claims at issue. Even "information insensitive" claims are highly sensitive to some types of information.34

Turning to the work on the value of short-term creditor discipline, two models merit attention.35 The first, set forth by Professors Charles Calomiris and Charles Kahn, shows that bank managers facing the threat of immediate liquidation in the event that monitoring depositors detect bad behavior are less likely to engage in malfeasance.36 Calomiris and Kahn assume that bank managers have "a comparative advantage in allocating funds for investment, but . . . also may have the ability to act against the interests of uninformed depositors."37 They demonstrate how banks’ reliance on demandable debt operates in connection with the sequential servicing restraint — which causes depositors who withdraw early to fare better than those who withdraw late — to incentivize some depositors to monitor bankers. Runs occur when a sufficient proportion of monitoring depositors believe a bank’s managers are engaged in malfeasance.38 Short-term debt thus enables bankers to signal information that they could not readily convey through other means, making it easier for banks to attract depositors.

In the second model that merits attention, Professors Douglas Diamond and Raghuram Rajan assume that loans are illiquid, in part, because a banker’s skill is required to fully realize the value of outstanding loans and bankers cannot commit to use their skill to maximize the value of a loan while simultaneously promising the returns on that

33 Gorton, supra note 3, at 9.
34 Gorton has, in subsequent work, launched a more full-throated defense of the notion that bank debt is and should remain completely insensitive to information. See, e.g., Tri Vi Dang, Gary Gorton, Bengt Holmström & Guillermo Ordóñez, Banks as Secret Keepers 37 (Natl Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 20255, 2014); Tri Vi Dang, Gary Gorton & Bengt Holmström, The Information Sensitivity of a Security (Mar. 2015) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with the Harvard Law School Library). The notion that bank debt should remain information insensitive is not, however, core to the notion of information sensitivity as commonly used by others, nor is it inherent in Gorton and Pennacchi’s original theory for short-term debt.
37 Id. at 500.
38 See id.
loan to a new creditor.\textsuperscript{39} By giving creditors the ability to exit immediately should a bank engage in opportunistic behavior, demandable debt solves this challenge, enabling banks to borrow against the full value of the loans they hold and to offer better terms on the loans they extend.\textsuperscript{40} The model thus shows how the fragile nature of banks may "enhan[c]e the returns from real assets over and above what would be available if investors tried to manage them directly."\textsuperscript{41} Significantly, in both models, it is the threat of a possible run, not runs themselves, that brings about the value-creating change in behavior.\textsuperscript{42}

Clearly, there is tension between the notion that money claims are valuable because they limit the amount of due diligence a holder must undertake and the notion that money claimants impose informed, socially useful discipline. The assertion that one cannot "buy" both theories of banking, however, goes too far — an assumption that some depositors engage in some monitoring and thus have some information about bank activities and investments can be reconciled with each. Such an assumption may also help to explain why government insurance schemes typically insure only smaller deposits, leaving large depositors that are better positioned to discipline banks potentially exposed. And it is consistent with Ricks's own depiction of money claimants as persons who rely on proxies and other devices that provide them some, but incomplete, information about the institutions issuing their claims (pp. 212–15).

A better way to understand the relationship among these theories, including the coordination dynamics that Ricks embraces, is not as competing visions that demand full buy-in, but as incomplete truths, each of which illuminates aspects of the short-term debt market and the intermediation system that market feeds. This revised framing illuminates the value of the book's critique while also bringing into relief some significant drawbacks of the proposed reforms.

On the one hand, the book reveals significant shortcomings in the policy recommendations frequently made on the basis of the models just described. As Ricks emphasizes, coordination challenges accentuate the fragility of institutions that use short-term debt to fund longer-term assets. When such an institution faces excess withdrawals, it can be forced to sell assets at discounted, fire-sale prices, potentially rendering even a healthy institution insolvent. Moreover, as Ricks saw


\textsuperscript{40} See id. at 317.

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 320.

\textsuperscript{42} Cf. JOSEPH A. SCHUMPETER, \textit{Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy} 85 (3d ed. 2008) ("[The threat of disruptive innovations] acts not only when in being but also when it is merely an ever-present threat. It disciplines before it attacks.").
firsthand during his time at Treasury, widespread runs can reduce credit creation and have other deleterious effects on the real economy. These costs are acknowledged but not incorporated into the accounts highlighting the informational and disciplinary virtues of short-term debt, leading to inaccurate assertions, like claims that more market discipline will necessarily lead to better outcomes or that the use of short-term debt is always welfare justified.

On the other hand, recognizing the large costs associated with short-term discipline is a far cry from dismissing its utility altogether. As the formal models reflect, the primary benefit of market discipline is the way that the threat of a run alters information dynamics and incentives. A bank manager who anticipates that malfeasance or laziness could lead to a run has fundamentally different incentives than one who does not face such a risk, and money claimants know this. Ricks's proposed reforms would not only protect money claimants in the event of a run on the system; they would also shield money claimants from any loss even when an institution fails for entirely idiosyncratic reasons and poses no systemic threat. Money claimants would thus have no reason to care about whether bank managers are assuming excessive risk or engaging in malfeasance. And bank managers, aware of money claimants' indifference, would have limited tools to precommit or signal an intention toward honesty and hard work. One need not romanticize the distinct benefits of short-term discipline to believe that financial institutions are more risk averse when they face the possibility of a run than they would be in the absence of that threat.

Given the social costs of runs, unfettered market discipline may well lead to socially suboptimal outcomes, but ignoring the benefits of creditor discipline is no more likely to lead to the optimal policy response than ignoring the costs. Runs are the exception, not the norm. One reason that the scope and fragility of the shadow banking system went under the radar pre-Crisis was that the system had been relatively stable during decades of growth despite its heavy reliance on short-term debt. The same was true for banks, even before they were heavily regulated, except in situations when money claimants

---

43 See, e.g., Jonathan Macey, Reducing Systemic Risk: The Role of Money Market Mutual Funds as Substitutes for Federally Insured Bank Deposits 19–28 (Yale Law Sch. Faculty Scholarship Series, Paper No. 2020, 2011) (using the performance of money market funds prior to and during the crisis to illustrate the benefits of market discipline coupled with regulation but no government insurance).
had reasons to be concerned about the health of the institutions issuing those claims.44

Letting go of assumptions that short-term debt is always or never useful or that short-term creditors are fully informed or entirely ignorant reveals rocky terrain. There is no easy way to assess how the mere threat of discipline affects risk taking within the array of private institutions that produce money-like claims or how it impacts the monitoring performed by those who hold such claims. Nonetheless, in revealing tensions among prevailing theories and juxtaposing the realities of the market with those theories, the book demonstrates that these are the questions that must be asked. It also suggests that developing a richer understanding of the information environment surrounding the issuance of short-term debt, how the information and disciplinary dynamics vary across the myriad institutions that currently issue short-term debt, and how those realities map onto theory are important threshold issues that must be addressed to devise a viable plan to reform these markets.

III. SHORT-TERM DEBT AS MONEY

A different way of approaching the questions of why money markets have gotten so large and how the market will likely respond to the proposed reforms is to consider the demand side of the equation — who wants to hold money claims and why? To do this, let us consider what would happen if the proposal were adopted. A person that had been holding a privately issued short-term claim would have three options: (1) pay the higher price to continue to hold even safer short-term debt; (2) acquire longer-term assets that have meaningful credit and other risks, undertake the due diligence required to understand those risks, and accept the variability that might result; or (3) seek out viable but imperfect substitutes for short-term debt, that is, other types of money-like claims. The book covers both the first and second. The interesting question is what types of instruments might fall into category three.

Note that the issue here is not one of pure regulatory arbitrage. One of the virtues of the author’s background as both lawyer and banker is that he understands how one could cloak an effective short-term debt instrument in other clothes and he knows how to craft language to foreclose such efforts. The book even includes impressively thorough proposed legislation (pp. 243-45). Ricks is not about to allow a financial institution to escape the prohibition by issuing nomi-

nally long-term instruments with embedded put options, for example, which would be economically equivalent to short-term debt instruments (p. 244). It is not clear that the legislation adequately addresses understandings not formalized in contract, an issue that proved quite troublesome during the Crisis. Nor does Ricks provide a convincing solution to the challenge that shadow banking could move overseas and still pose a systemic threat to the U.S. financial system (pp. 237–40). Nonetheless, he is attuned to the challenge of regulatory arbitrage. The issue here is whether there are instruments other than short-term debt that might be money-like, and whether those instruments might also be a source of fragility.

We can begin by looking at the demand-side forces that have helped propel the growth of the shadow banking system. For example, recent work by Zoltan Pozsar suggests that the growth of “institutional cash pools,” that is, “large, centrally managed, short-term cash balances of global non-financial corporations and institutional investors such as asset managers, securities lenders and pension funds” is critical to explaining the growth of shadow banking. According to Pozsar, “between 2003 and 2008, institutional cash pools’ demand for insured deposit alternatives exceeded the outstanding amount of short-term government guaranteed instruments not held by foreign official investors by . . . at least $1.5 trillion” and potentially far more — data is limited — and shadow banking arose, at least in part, to satisfy this excess demand.

Pozzar’s findings attest to the magnitude of the current demand for money-like claims. As extensively documented elsewhere, nonfinancial U.S. companies are holding record amounts of cash. According to one set of studies, such companies increased their aggregate cash

45 See, e.g., Linda Allen & Anthony Saunders, Risk Management in Banking, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF BANKING 160, 162 (Allen N. Berger et al. eds., 2015) (noting that in the Crisis, “HSBC absorbed $45 billion in assets” held in off-balance-sheet, and theoretically bankruptcy-remote, vehicles “in order to protect its reputation”); Thomas M. Hoenig & Charles S. Morris, Restructuring the Banking System to Improve Safety and Soundness, in THE SOCIAL VALUE OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR: TOO BIG TO FAIL OR JUST TOO BIG? 401, 412 (Viral V. Acharya et al. eds., 2014) (explaining that when a lack of liquidity caused another form of innovative money creation — ABCP programs — to dysfunction during the Crisis, the banks sponsoring the programs “generally provided full support when affiliates ran into problems,” despite having no legal obligation to do so, in order “to protect their reputations”); Anatoli Segura, Why Did Sponsor Banks Rescue Their SIVs? A Signaling Model of Rescues 2 [June 16, 2014] (unpublished manuscript), http://ssrn.com/abstract=2552475 [https://perma.cc/U8FA-FQNX] (explaining that “most sponsor banks stepped in and rescued” the ABCP programs they sponsored “even though they were not contractually obliged to do so” and that “regulators attributed these and similar voluntary support decisions to the reputational concerns of the sponsors”).


47 Id. at 284 (emphasis omitted); see also id. at 290 fig. 5.
holdings by 117% between 2007 and 2014, with holdings rising to a record $1.73 trillion by year-end 2014. Although the trend has been attributed in part to tax considerations, numerous other countries face similar challenges, suggesting other forces may be contributing to this growing demand. At the same time, the rise of institutional investors introduces an additional set of sophisticated players with significant amounts of cash that banks are not suited, and do not want, to hold. Overlaying and accentuating these developments are improvements in cash management technology, which enable companies and other institutions to consolidate an increasing proportion of their cash in large, centralized pools.

As Pozsar’s work further highlights, this increasingly sophisticated demand for money claims comes at a time when the assets that have long served a money-like function are in distinctly short supply. As documented by economists like Ben Bernanke, we remain in the midst of a “global saving glut” in which emerging-market and oil-rich countries are holding massive volumes of U.S. Treasuries and other agency-backed, dollar-denominated assets, substantially reducing the availability of such instruments for other holders. The Federal Reserve’s post-Crisis monetary interventions, which include buying up massive quantities of such assets, further contribute to the limited supply. Collectively, these trends help to explain both the size of the money market today and why, as Ricks shows, most of that demand is being met outside the banking system (p. 33). They also illuminate the


52 Pozzar, supra note 46, at 284.


magnitude and sophistication of market forces that will create a demand for assets that fit into the third category described above — imperfect substitutes for money claims — should the supply of authorized money claims fall short or the cost of holding those claims prove too great.55

Turning to the empirical work on the premia that holders pay for money-like financial assets affirms the value of moneyness and shows that some longer-term claims already serve money-like functions. To support the claim that short-term debt is money-like and that money claims have distinct utility, Ricks draws on work by Professor Robin Greenwood and coauthors showing that holders of short-term Treasuries pay a premium relative to “what one would expect based on an extrapolation of the rest of the yield curve” for other Treasury instruments (p. 44).56 In that work, Greenwood and his coauthors attribute this deviation to the extra moneyness associated with shorter-term instruments. As they explain, their work contributes to a broader body of “literature that documents significant deviations from the predictions of standard asset pricing models — patterns that can be thought of as reflecting money-like convenience services — in the pricing of Treasury securities generally, and in the pricing of short-term T-bills more specifically.”57 They further acknowledge that work by Professors Arvind Krishnamurthy and Annette Vissing-Jørgensen suggests “that all Treasuries have some of the same features as money, namely, liquidity and ‘absolute security of nominal repayment,’”58 and that “these liquidity and safety attributes lead Treasuries to have significantly lower yields than they would in frictionless asset pricing models.”59 In other words, short-term Treasury instruments are more money-like than longer-term Treasury instruments, but all Treasury instruments enjoy a moneyness premium. Moneyness is greater for shorter-term instruments than longer-term ones, but the issue is one of degree.60

Ricks recognizes that defining money has always been a tricky enterprise and that any line drawing will result in some arbitrariness.

55 See infra Part IV.
57 Greenwood, Hanson & Stein, supra note 56, at 1685 (emphasis added).
59 Greenwood, Hanson & Stein, supra note 56, at 1686.
60 Id. at 1688 fig.1, Panel A (showing “[t]he money premium on short-term Treasury bills, 1983–2009”).
This is one of the domains where Ricks makes a lasting contribution by providing a concise yet thorough overview of the myriad approaches different groups use in defining what constitutes money. In addition to explaining why central banks use multiple metrics when assessing the aggregate money supply, he explores alternative ways of approaching the question, exploring, for example, what qualifies as "cash and cash equivalents" under U.S. and foreign accounting rules (pp. 27–46). This overview supports his claim that drawing the line at one year should suffice to capture the great bulk of financial claims that today get treated like money (p. 46). He does not, however, address the fact that even long-term instruments already enjoy some money-like status. Nor does he address what the private money market might look like in a world where all claims of less than a year are government-insured and costly to hold; rather, he seems to assume it won’t exist.

A simple example illustrates why this assumption may not hold. Consider two claims a person could hold — a $100 demand deposit at a local bank and a nominally long-term financial instrument that the holder is guaranteed to be able to sell, instantly and at no cost, for $100. Economically, there is no difference between the two, assuming the bank and the guarantee can both be trusted. Recent history provides a more concrete example and shows that one need not resort to hypotheticals or government guarantees to find long-term instruments that enjoy money-like status.

Auction rate securities (ARS) are municipal and corporate bonds, and sometimes preferred stocks, which typically have a maturity of thirty years.\footnote{Auction Rate Securities Market: A Review of Problems and Potential Resolutions: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs., 110th Cong. 138 (2008) [hereinafter Hearing] (statement of Linda Chatman Thomsen, Director, Division of Enforcement, SEC).} ARS derive their name from the fact that the investment banks underwriting the issuances would hold auctions for the securities on a regular basis, ranging from every seven to every thirty-five days. These auctions served two purposes — allowing holders of ARS to sell those securities if there was someone ready and willing to buy them and establishing the interest rate for ARS outstanding. Further augmenting the apparent liquidity and price stability of these instruments, the investment bank running the auction, which typically had also sold and marketed the issue, would often provide support if needed to avoid a failed auction.\footnote{Id.} As a result, ARS appeared to provide many of the virtues of much shorter-term instruments. At the same time, ARS holders regularly earned a higher rate of interest than they could earn from bank deposits or even money market mutual...
funds. When ARS specifically will not again be an issue. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) charged the leading ARS underwriters with making fraudulent representations to clients regarding the liquidity and safety of ARS and subsequently entered into settlement agreements that required the underwriters to buy back significant swaths of the instruments still outstanding. Moreover, because Ricks knows the history of ARS, his proposed legislation would treat the date of any auction for an instrument as a maturity date, thus prohibiting the issuance of ARS. Nonetheless, the history of ARS remains instructive. ARS were always long-term, risky instruments. For example, as explained in the offering documents pursuant to which Citigroup sold ARS, “[e]xisting holders will be able to sell the ARS in an auction only if there are bidders willing to purchase all the ARS offered for sale.” Those documents further stated that “failed auctions are possible, especially if the issuer’s credit were to deteriorate, if a market disruption were to occur or if, for any reason, Citigroup were unable or unwilling to bid.”

As reflected in the SEC’s enforcement actions, some of the persons selling ARS made overly rosy statements regarding the capacity of ARS to serve as cash equivalents, which may well have contributed to the growth of the market at its height. But the ARS market grew steadily before the misstatements occurred and before any unsophisticated investors entered the market. As Martin Wolf has explained with respect to the relationship between fraud and booms and busts in general, “fraud accompanies booms” and “exacerbat[es] . . . fragility,” but “it does not cause them.” “Vastly more important than the outright
fraud that always accompanies credit booms is what was legal...”  
ARS offered some degree of moneyness and a higher rate of return than other more money-like instruments, and investors seemed quite eager to hold such instruments.

In short, the history of ARS suggests that there may well be the potential for category-three instruments — that is, longer-term instruments that enjoy some degree of moneyness — to flourish if the book’s suggested reforms were adopted. Despite the breadth of the proposed legislation, it does not prohibit pricing devices that minimize interest-rate risk, nor does it or could it prohibit longer-term instruments simply because there is a robust, liquid secondary market for the instrument. And it is these features, rather than the auctions themselves, that allowed ARS to function as imperfect but viable money equivalents.

To further assess the viability of longer-term instruments as substitutes for short-term debt, we can turn to the reasons individuals and institutions want, and will pay a premium for, money-like claims. As Ricks recognizes, money is commonly said to serve at least three functions (p. 45). First, money serves as a unit of account — goods and services are priced in monetary terms. Second, money serves as a medium of exchange — money can be given in exchange for goods and services, precluding the need for both parties to have something tangible that the other desires. Third, money serves as a store of value over time. As Mervyn King, former head of the Bank of England, explains, “[m]oney gives us the ability to exchange labour today for generalised purchasing power in the future.”

As King explains in his own book on money and financial stability, the transactional dimension of money animates “[t]he traditional view of the history of money.” In King’s assessment, however, “[m]oney is not principally a means of buying ‘stuff’ but a way of coping with an uncertain future... Although we cannot literally insure against the uninsurable, we can try to keep our options open by holding claims on future purchasing power in a general monetary unit of account.” This view is not inconsistent with Ricks’s account of money, as Ricks highlights the often-overlooked connection between the stickiness of prices and the utility of a financial asset that holds its value in relation to those prices (p. 46). But it does suggest that longer-term claims that hold their value in purchasing-power terms should serve as money equivalents. Just as importantly, it sheds additional light on the real-world setting in which such claims might evolve and spread. If
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71 King, supra note 19, at 84.
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most money claims are held today to insure against an uncertain and potentially distant future, market expectations with respect to liquidity and the capacity of an instrument to hold its value matter greatly; but whether the secondary market for a particular type of instrument is actually up to that task should numerous holders seek to exit simultaneously could go untested for decades.

Let us again return to the hypothetical that animates this Part. Short-term claims are particularly money-like, even if continually rolled over and held for a long period of time, because they simultaneously limit credit risk, duration risk, and liquidity risk. But in modern financial markets, these risks can be addressed through other mechanisms. Given that Ricks contemplates that “securities firms and other nonbanks might be given free rein to engage in structured finance, derivatives, proprietary trading, and so forth” (p. 25), there is nothing to prevent the creation of longer-term money-like claims. A long-term instrument that the holder expects will hold its value (which means limited credit and interest rate risk) and can reliably be sold at its full value (which means there must be a liquid secondary market) may offer slightly less certainty along each of these dimensions, but the difference is one of degree rather than kind.74

That substitutes will likely arise and spread seems even more likely when one considers the effects of the reforms across different interest-rate environments and across boom-and-bust cycles. Regulation Q, which limited the interest rate banks could pay on deposits, worked reasonably well until the country entered a period of high inflation. But rate of return is always a relative measure, and when interest rates on a product are capped, high interest rate environments increase incentives to find viable alternatives.75 Growth cycles pose a similar challenge. As the ARS example demonstrates, financial instruments that offer money-like features often evolve and spread during periods of overall financial health and stability. As a result, even risky instruments can appear to be money-like. The rise of instruments that are money-like in good times, but not in periods of unrest (when it really matters), is particularly likely given that the financial institutions underwriting and creating a secondary market for such instruments have a self-interest in promoting perceptions of liquidity and price

---

74 Professor Perry Mehrling and coauthors nicely depict how financial innovations can be used to transform any risky financial instrument into a money equivalent by using swaps to hedge the various risks to which it is exposed. See Perry Mehrling et al., Bagehot Was a Shadow Banker: Shadow Banking, Central Banking, and the Future of Global Finance (Dec. 6, 2013) (unpublished manuscript). http://ssrn.com/abstract=2232016 [https://perma.cc/H7TS-XWBY].

75 A flip-side challenge arising from the fact that Ricks wants not only a cap, but also a floor, is that the government may have to assume risk and discount seigniorage in order to motivate banks to issue sufficient money-like securities.
stability. In short, that short-term claims dominate the money market today does not ensure that other types of money-like instruments will not proliferate in a world that prohibits the issuance of private, short-term debt.

In Ricks's defense, his lack of concern with the moneyness of long-term assets is consistent with his belief that coordination challenges among short-term creditors are the reason for financial panics. Ricks's depiction of the dynamics giving rise to coordination challenges depends on the capacity of money claimants to walk away quickly and without cost, suggesting that the coordination challenge might disappear if the conditions of exit were changed. The capacity of short-term claimants to exit quickly and at low cost certainly contributes to fragility, but the issue, given the scope of his claim, is whether similar dynamics could arise in other markets should his reforms be adopted. Again, history suggests this is possible.

One of the first notable uses of the term "fire sale" in connection with a situation that posed systemic risk had little to do with short-term financing. It came instead in testimony by then-Chairman of the Federal Reserve Alan Greenspan, regarding the Federal Reserve's decision to help avert the failure of the hedge fund Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM).\footnote{Andrei Shleifer & Robert Vishny, Fire Sales in Finance and Macroeconomics, J. Econ. Perspectives, Winter 2011, at 29, 30; see Private-Sector Refinancing of the Large Hedge Fund, Long-Term Capital Management: Hearing Before the H. Comm. on Banking & Fin. Servs., 105th Cong. 1 (1998) (statement of Alan Greenspan, Chairman, Fed. Reserve Bd. of Governors) [hereinafter Greenspan Testimony].} LTCM was highly leveraged, causing it to face an extreme liquidity crunch, and it was deeply interconnected with other financial institutions, creating concerns that its failure could trigger widespread market dysfunction, but none of the debt was short term and its creditors had no option to run.\footnote{See generally ROGER LOWENSTEIN, WHEN GENIUS FAILED: THE RISE AND FALL OF LONG-TERM CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (2001).} We will never know what would have happened had the Fed not intervened, but Greenspan is far from alone in believing "the failure of LTCM" could have "triggered the seizing up of markets," inflicted "substantial damage . . . on many market participants, and impaired the economies of many nations, including our own."\footnote{Greenspan Testimony, supra note 76, at 1.}

The history of ARS similarly demonstrates that investors can rush to the exit in a panic-like fashion even when the financial assets in question are long term. This history is particularly important when viewed alongside the contraction of another money market that had grown during the 2000s money boom — ABCP. ABCP is short-term debt, and so neatly falls within Ricks's definition of money. Yet one of
the primary reasons the seizing up of the ABCP market caused banks sponsoring ABCP programs to incur massive losses was one that could just as easily arise in markets for long-term instruments: they wanted to protect their reputations.\textsuperscript{79} As Federal Reserve Governor Daniel Tarullo has explained in describing the pre-Crisis shadow banking system, there were "notable ... arrangements in which guarantees of capital preservation or liquidity provision were understood to exist ... even in the absence of contractual obligations for those guarantees."\textsuperscript{80} It was only "as asset values were falling to points unknown" that "many of these implicit guarantees by financial entities that were themselves under stress," were withdrawn, "amplify[ng] the growing liquidity crunch."\textsuperscript{81} Because major financial institutions, whether banks or broker-dealers, are likely to be the ones that create and support the secondary markets for money-like, long-term instruments, if these institutions feel compelled for reputational reasons or are required by regulators like the SEC to provide liquidity and capital support, financing crunches may well result.

I have developed in other work the mechanisms through which the information gaps that arise from shadow banking can give rise to market dysfunction and price dislocations even in the absence of coordination games.\textsuperscript{82} But there is no need to accept that account to question whether Ricks’s plan would achieve its desired aim. Whenever persons hold instruments because of their moneyness and new information casts doubt on the moneyness of those instruments, holders may well rush to exit.\textsuperscript{83} Panics, as understood since Walter Bagehot authored his classic 1873 treatise, arise when persons demand cash instead of other money-like claims; and they are recurrent phenomena because during periods of economic health, financial claims that entail some risk are regularly given money-like status.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{79} See sources cited supra note 45.


\textsuperscript{81} Id.

\textsuperscript{82} See Judge, supra note 3.

\textsuperscript{83} See id. at 37–38 (explaining via a mechanism other than coordination challenges why doubts about the value of subprime mortgage-backed securities caused significant market disruptions in an array of other markets).

\textsuperscript{84} \textsc{Walter Bagehot, Lombard Street: A Description of the Money Market} 118 (14th ed. 1924) (1873) (stating that a financial panic is "a sudden demand for cash"); \textsc{Gorton, supra note 3}, at 6 ("Whatever the form of the bank money, financial crises are en masse demands by holders of bank debt for cash — panics."); see also Perry Mehrling et al., Bagehot Was a Shadow Banker: Shadow Banking, Central Banking, and the Future of Global Finance 9 (Aug. 15, 2012) (unpublished manuscript), http://econlab.nyu.edu/docs/I0/26329/Mehrling_100/12012.pdf [https://perma.cc/WUF6-V7PQ] ("Why insist on holding genuine T-Bills when quasi-T-Bills[, i.e., private money like ABCP,] promise the same liquidity but with a slightly higher yield?").
To be clear, this thought experiment is just that. Short-term debt markets long have been and remain the heart of the problem. Short-term instruments are more money-like than longer-term instruments, and their structure increases the fragility of the institutions that issue them. Scaling back private short-term debt markets would do much to improve financial stability and should remain a priority. Ricks’s claim, however, is not that his proposed reform would make the financial system safer. His claim is that eliminating uninsured short-term debt would make the system safe. The system would be so safe, in fact, that we could significantly roll back oversight and regulation of other financial markets, including those that the analysis here suggests might end up creating money-like instruments. Given that such reforms would leave regulators woefully unprepared to respond should challenges arise elsewhere in the system, it is entirely possible to believe that Ricks has identified the core of the problem without buying into his proposed solution.

IV. HISTORY AND GRAND SOLUTIONS

With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear that the shadow banking system had been growing for decades prior to the Crisis. This system serves many of the economic functions long fulfilled by banks, such as credit creation and money creation. The system also resembles the banking system in being inherently fragile and vulnerable to runs. As Professor Gary Gorton has observed: “An important misunderstanding revealed by the crisis is that regulators and economists did not know what firms were banks, or what debt was ‘money.’”

Ricks provides one response to these developments. In his view, we should update and significantly expand the regulatory regime long used to regulate banks. Through a sufficiently broad insurance program complemented by a sufficiently broad prohibition on the types of financial instruments private entities could issue, the government could effectively assert complete control over money creation. And because money is the cause of financial panics, and financial panics are the cause of deep recessions, we would eliminate both by asserting such control. The scope of the revised regime may be unprecedented, but if one accepts the book’s assumptions, such a scope is required and justified by its capacity to eliminate financial panics and fragility.

Alternatively, one could look at the growth of shadow banking and the failure of policymakers, academics, and other experts to appreciate its importance prior to the Crisis as a reflection of the inevitable dy-
namism of financial markets, and a sign that policymakers will never be able to identify and address all sources of systemic instability in advance. Shadow banking, including private money creation, will emerge — whether driven by insufficient authorized money, the high cost of holding such money, demand for credit, or other market forces. When that happens, the hubris of believing that the government understands and controls more than it does can itself inhibit the ability of regulators to identify and timely address financial fragility, leading to larger and more destructive financial crises.\(^8\) What we need then is not an all-encompassing and inherently rigid “solution” to financial panics. Rather, we need regulators who recognize that they don’t know everything so they must remain diligent and a regime with sufficient flexibility that it enables regulators to identify and respond to threats even when they arise in corners not previously recognized as risky. As Neel Kashkari, a Fed official who was on the frontlines of the Crisis recently opined, “[t]he financial crisis taught me the limits of dogma. I learned humility and pragmatism the hard way.”\(^9\) Although Ricks might reasonably protest having his proposal characterized as dogma, his confidence that we can forgo meaningful oversight of much of the financial system so long as we make this one change falls pretty close to the line.

Looking beyond the Crisis to the long history of financial panics provides helpful but not dispositive guidance with respect to which is the better approach. History shows that private money creation is pervasive, as is shadow banking if the latter term is defined as the funding of long-term assets with short-term liabilities. In a new paper, Professor Hugh Rockoff provides one of the first “systematic attempt[s] to compare and contrast” the dozen financial panics that occurred in the United States from the Panic of 1819 through the Crisis.\(^10\) Rockoff finds that “[t]ypically, panics were started by a cluster of failures,” including “one or more ... shadow banks” and because one of the failed shadow banks was often a prestigious firm, “[t]hese failures were immediately interpreted as evidence that something fundamental had gone wrong with the financial system and that only cash was safe.”\(^11\) The Panic of 1907, which led to the founding of the Federal Reserve, provides a concrete example. The crisis began with the
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\(^8\) See, e.g., Judge, The First Year, supra note 8; Hugh Rockoff, It Is Always the Shadow Banks: The Failures that Ignited America’s Greatest Financial Panics (Apr. 29, 2016) [unpublished manuscript] (on file with the Harvard Law School Library).

\(^9\) Neel Kashkari, President, Fed. Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, Remarks at the Economic Club of Minnesota: The Role and Limitations of Monetary Policy (May 9, 2016); see also WOLF, supra note 22, at 113 (“Why did the world’s leading economies fall into such a mess? The answer, in part, is that the people in charge did not believe that they could fall into it.”).

\(^10\) Rockoff, supra note 88, at 3.

\(^11\) Id. at 3–4.
failure of the noted Knickerbocker Trust and runs on other trust companies. Trusts were less regulated than commercial banks and not members of the clearinghouse system that banks had created among themselves to avert and mitigate the effects of runs. Nonetheless, just like the shadow banks of today, they had a similar funding structure to banks, played an important role in providing financing to the real economy, and proved just as vulnerable to runs.

In Rockoff’s view, history suggests that any effort to identify ex ante the financial institutions whose failure might threaten the stability of the system is “a fraught task.” “The failures that sparked America’s financial panics were often shadow banks, not . . . on the radar screen of regulators.” Looking further back and overseas, Professor Perry Mehrling and coauthors argue that today’s shadow banking system has much in common with the system of private money creation in nineteenth-century London.

Ricks, I would infer, looks at this history of the growth of private money and the crises that eventually follow as a sign that (with one exception) governments have never gotten it right. They have consistently failed to assert complete control over money creation and as a result have consistently left the financial system vulnerable to panics and the devastation they can wreak. Another view is that market forces and innovation operate collectively to produce a constantly and inevitably evolving financial system. In this frame, the frequent involvement of shadow banks is not a sign that the preexisting regulatory umbrella was inherently too small. Rather, it reflects the fact that private money creation and shadow banking are inevitable, and thus it is best to institute a regulatory regime that can respond to such developments regardless of the particular form they happen to take. Putting the history of panics in context further suggests that despite panics, the U.S. financial system has supported remarkable economic growth. This raises questions about the growth potential that might be sacrificed in attempting to create a panic-proof regime.

Now to the exception on which Ricks hangs his hat: like many banking scholars who appreciate that financial crises are common, Ricks looks to a place and period of comparative stability to see what can be learned. While Canada is the role model for many such schol-
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ars. Ricks is not alone in looking to the Quiet Period, that is, the period between 1934 and 2007 when, despite the costly Savings & Loan debacle, the United States did not have a single major financial crisis. This is a venerable methodological approach and one that can yield meaningful insight into the relationship among regulatory regimes, economic and other conditions, and the probability of panics. As Ricks contends, the relative stability of the U.S. financial system during this period supports the value of deposit insurance as a way of helping to deter runs.

One challenge in using the Quiet Period to justify Ricks’s proposal is that historically, deposit insurance has always been capped, leaving large depositors and other short-term creditors — like bank counterparties who may have been important disciplinarians in recent decades — nominally exposed. Larger depositors were regularly protected in practice, but such protection was never assured. We simply cannot know how much the possibility that large creditors might incur losses shaped bank and creditor behavior in ways that were beneficial and would be foreclosed under Ricks’s approach. This itself does not undermine his claim, but it does highlight the importance of recognizing it as a significant expansion — not just an updating — of the historical approach to bank regulation in the United States.

The greater challenge is that the factors distinguishing today’s financial system and overall economic conditions from those that prevailed during the Quiet Period go far beyond those that Ricks claims will suffice to restore stability. Other scholars have argued, for example, that meaningful barriers to entry allowed most banks to enjoy “charter value” — the term banking scholars use for the expectation of future monopoly rents — during the Quiet Period.
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made bank managers and shareholders more risk averse and less inclined to innovate, as they would lose prospective rents in the event their bank failed. But Ricks does not want to restore charter value, and the ramifications of a robust insurance scheme in a world where bank shareholders enjoy monopoly rents are quite different from the challenges such an insurance scheme would pose absent charter value.

The trends documented above regarding the consolidation of cash balances among large corporations and institutional investors and foreign demand for safe assets are also relevant. It is not just that financial innovations and the cross-border movement of capital enable the creation of money-like claims outside the banking system, but also that the demand for money claims today comes from institutions that are far more sophisticated and have far more at stake than their twentieth-century counterparts. Even assuming Ricks is correct that, when managing money, a "portfolio manager's job is first to ensure that the funds he invests will be available whenever his firm needs them and only second to maximize the return he earns on these funds" (p. 45),102 today's money claimants seem unlikely to completely forgo the second of these two aims.

History is an important guide in the ongoing efforts to build a more stable financial system. Understanding how regulatory interventions, market forces, and interactions between the two have contributed to crises as well as periods of stability is critical to carving a better path forward. But to learn the right lessons, all of these dynamics and the historically contingent context in which they arise must be taken into account. My assessment of history is that innovation and dynamism are endemic, suggesting the need for a financial regulatory regime that anticipates and harnessed those forces. Ricks argues instead that, at least in the context of money creation, we can and should shut them down. When coupled with our different assessments of whether there is a role for creditor discipline in connection with money creation and the viability and costs of trying to define and regulate ex ante all financial claims that might serve as money, there are some fundamental differences in our optimal reform agendas.

Putting the analyses in each Part together provides a blueprint of those differences. If money market claimants have some, but incomplete, information and if the threat of discipline imposed by money claimants is socially useful in some settings and some states of the world, but highly destructive in others, then unfettered market discipline and excessive government control each lead to suboptimal outcomes, albeit for different reasons. The better response is one that
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seeks to harness the productive dimensions of market-based information generation and discipline while blunting those forces when they operate contrary to social welfare. To be effective, this approach must also embrace the inevitable dynamism of finance and its responsiveness to regulation.

In practice, this means distinguishing market developments that threaten the health of individual institutions or that will result in meaningful but contained losses from developments that threaten the stability of the financial system as a whole. It means casting an oversight net that reaches beyond the scope of the prudential regulatory regime, enhancing the capacity of regulators to identify and respond to threats that arise in domains not traditionally recognized as systemically important. It means sometimes using both a belt and suspenders in case the design of one proves wanting or is attached to the wrong pair of pants. It means supporting structural reforms aimed at simplifying financial institutions, instruments, and markets, but not in a way that draws hard lines between domains that should be simplified and monitored and others that should not. It means protecting the existence and, to an extent, the autonomy of central banks, which have a range of tools that they can deploy to fight crises in a manner responsive to the particular challenge they are facing. And it means institutionalizing ex post mechanisms of support alongside ex ante regulation.

A concrete example of a reform that builds on Ricks’s insights while fitting the alternative paradigm advocated here would be to expand regulators’ crisis management toolkit to explicitly include a role for the government as “insurer of last resort,” alongside its established role as lender of last resort. The notion that central banks should act as a lender of last resort to provide needed liquidity when market-based sources run dry dates back more than 200 years, and the principled norms regarding when and how central banks should fulfill this role were largely set forth by Bagehot in 1837. In theory, access to a lender of last resort enables a financial institution facing excess withdrawals to use its assets as collateral to obtain fresh liquidity, thereby avoiding the need to engage in a value-destroying asset sale. Just as importantly, the very existence of a lender of last resort should deter coordination-based runs, as short-term claimants no longer face the losses resulting from those fire sales.
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The Crisis affirmed the importance of having a central bank that is authorized and willing to serve as a lender of last resort, but it also revealed the challenges inherent in such interventions.\textsuperscript{106} To effectively deter runs, a lender of last resort must be able to signal to short-term creditors that they will be protected. Allowing the government to make such assurances directly, whether through an insurance or guarantee scheme, could be a far more effective way of bringing about the desired result. This is the logic animating the book's claim that expanding insurance will prevent runs. Moreover, given that the government should provide lender-of-last-resort support only to solvent institutions, having the government instead act as an insurer of last resort would not necessarily entail greater credit risk or engender additional moral hazard relative to the prevailing approach.

Significantly, insurer of last resort is not a novel role for the government to play. Some of the more successful government interventions at the height of the Crisis, including a Treasury Department program that provided a guarantee to money market mutual funds when the industry faced widespread withdrawals after one fund "broke the buck" and the FDIC's Transaction Account Guarantee Program, which fully insured noninterest-bearing transactional accounts for participating banks, are prime examples of the government doing precisely this.\textsuperscript{107} These programs illustrate that whether a program is structured as an insurance scheme or a guarantee matters little; runs can be stopped whenever the government intervention assures designated claimants that they will be protected from liquidity risk and credit

\textsuperscript{107} \textit{E.g.}, Press Release, U.S. Dept of the Treasury, Treasury Announces Temporary Guarantee Program for Money Market Funds (Sept. 29, 2008); Temporary Liquidity Guarantee Program, FDIC (last updated Feb. 27, 2013).
risk, thereby removing the incentive to run. And, because these schemes were adopted well over a year into the Crisis, at a time when panic was widespread and a major threat to market functioning, they would not undermine the incentive of short-term claimants to discipline institutions for assuming idiosyncratic risks outside of crisis periods.

To be sure, the devil is in the details. The ongoing struggle to balance the stability-enhancing benefits of having a lender of last resort with the moral hazard such interventions engender suggests that there is not going to be an easy way to optimize this balance when the government instead provides emergency insurance or guarantees. Moreover, despite the success of the Treasury and FDIC interventions in this vein, those interventions also illustrate that the provision of crisis-period insurance may justify post-crisis reforms. Nonetheless, developing a comprehensive set of principled norms regarding when and how the government should act as an insurer of last resort, explicitly protecting a class of claimants otherwise positioned to run in order to avert the systemic effects of their doing so, is a concrete example of how Ricks’s insights could be deployed to expand the arrows in regulators’ quiver as part of a more dynamic and viable regulatory reform agenda.

Returning to the big picture, Ricks convincingly demonstrates that today’s short-term debt markets are excessively large given their inherent fragility and that insurance should be among the tools regulators use in their efforts to promote stability. Beyond that, the analysis here suggests a more moderate approach to reform may be more effective in tackling the challenges money markets pose, while also inflicting fewer barriers to credit creation and economic growth. Forging a middle path will entail difficult judgment calls, and implementation will require accepting rules that are overinclusive along some dimensions and underinclusive along others. Given the drawbacks of giving too much power to either the market or the government, however, and the inherent dynamism of finance, this type of approach is the least imperfect of the various options available. Regardless of the approach taken, ongoing reform efforts will be en-
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hanced if policymakers heed Ricks’s insights regarding the importance and distinctiveness of money.

CONCLUSION

*The Money Problem* provides a beacon of light amid the morass of complexity that has come to plague financial institutions, financial markets, and efforts to regulate both. In it, Ricks identifies the key questions that must be asked to better understand financial panics and fragility, reveals the inadequacy of the answers produced thus far, and makes a convincing case that structural reforms targeting the institutions that produce money may be critical components of efforts to forge a more stable financial system. Making progress along one of these fronts, much less all three, would be a significant contribution. Some readers may be convinced by Ricks’s grand vision of a panic-proof system, but even those who are not have much to gain from allowing him the opportunity to make his case.